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Optimal Space Partitioning Method Based
on Rectangular Duals of Planar Graphs*
Kikuo FUJITA**, Shinsuke AKAGI**
and Sadao SHIMAZAKI***

An optimal space partitioning method is proposed based on rectangular duals of
planar graphs and a simulated annealing algorithm. The layout problem, in which a
region should be partitioned into plural subregions of layout components so as to
satisfy relationships between neighbors and size conditions for a whole region and
respective subregions, occurs in several layout designs.

Such layout problems are

characterized by the combinatorial property on topological structure among sub
regions. In our method, rectangular duals of planar graphs are used for representing
such a structure, and it is optimized through a simulated annealing algorithm. In the
annealing. process, topological layouts represented by rectangular duals of planar
graphs are manipulated with rules, each of them is embodied into an actual layout
using the generalized reduced gradient method which is one of the numerical optimiza
tion techniques for constrained nonlinear optimization problems. Finally, we show an
example of an access control room layout in a power plant design in order to check the
effectiveness and validity of the proposed method.
Key Words:

1.

Optimal Space Partition, Rectangular Dual, Simulated Annealing,
Optimization, Design Engineering, Layout Design
method of rectangular duals of planar graphs(l),(2) and

Introduction

be partitioned into plural subregions of layout compo

its extension by Tamiya(3) for representing topological
neighboring relationships, a simulated annealing al
gorithm (SA) (4),(5) for optimizing such a neighboring

nents so as to satisfy relationships between neighbors

structure,

and size conditions for a whole region and respective
subregions. Such problems occur in several plant
layout design and architectural layout problems.
However, it is difficult to find optimal layouts for
these problems, because it is necessary to satisfy the
above layout conditions in a compromised way and it
includes a number of combinatorial and topological

(GRG) method(6), a numerical optimization algorithm
for nonlinear constrained optimization problems, for
generating an embodiment layout from such a struc
ture. Moreover, we apply it to a space partitioning
problem for equipment in a power plant in order to
ascertain its validity and effectiveness.
A layout·. can be hierarchically repr.esented by

conditions concerning the location of subregions

combining topological relationships among layout

In several kinds of layout problems, a region must

and

the generalized

reduced

gradient

within a layout.

components and their exact positions and directions.

In this paper, we propose a layout approach for
such space partitioning problems by introducing the

And a hybrid approach of topological search methods
and numerical sizing optimization methods is used in
the layout for a power plant design problem with a
constraint-directed search technique and an optimiza
tion procedure(7).(S', and is the optimal nesting method
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2.

Space Partitioning Problems and
Fundamental Methods

2. 1

Space partitioning problems

As mentioned in the Introduction, the space par

during the optimization process. which is controlled
by a parameter called the temperature as an analog to
the physical annealing process. Based on this control
mechanism, first solutions are globally searched, and
then the search region is gradually limited to a local

titioning problem discussed in this paper is a layout

space.

design problem in which a certain region is partitioned
into plural rectangular subregions. Its characteristics
are summarized as follows.
• Form and dimension of a whole region are fixed
as given conditions.
• \Vhile each subregion is constrained with mini

globally optimal solution.
Simulated annealing has been applied to the
traveling salesman problem(4) and cell layout problems
in VLSI design(3).(4).(lO) . In the field of mechanical
design, it is also applied to. for example, the optimiza
tion problem of gear teeth numbers of a multispeed

mum space area, its dimensions are free, unless it

gearbox(ll), nesting problems(l2) and 3-dimensional

becomes too long, that is, unless the aspect ratio

component layout problems(l3).(14). These applications

•

becomes extreme.
Several pairs of subregions should be directly

This mechanism is expected to result in a

show the effectiveness of the algorithm for solving

from the situation that a pair is accidentally

various combinatorial optimization problems.
In
order to effectively apply it to individual problems. it
is necessary to adjust the acceptance probability of
new solutions, e.g., temperature, during the optimiza
tion process. Suitable representation of an optimiza
tion problem is also required, and a neighborhood

neighbored.

structure of solutions must be imposed on such a

connected with each other, corresponding to
activities within a whole region. In the following.
such neighboring relationships are called "neigh
boring conditions" in order to distinguish them

This layout problem is a complicated problem which

representation so as to correspond well with under

includes many combinatorial conditions concerning
topological structure. which is similar to other kinds
of layout problems. In addition to such difficulties,
this problem is more difficult, because the dimensions
of respective subregions are freer, than those in layout
problems in VLSI design.
In this paper, we propose an approach for search·

lying properties of individual problems. Therefore.
such a representation method should be suitably
introduced for application to the space partitioning
problem.
2. 3 Graph-based representation of layouts
The method of rectangular, duals of planar graphs
is proposed in order to efficiently manipulate neighbor

ing for a quasi-optimal solution of the above space

ing relationships on the layout problems composed of

partitioning problem by integrating the following
methods: the representation of combinatorial and
topological structure of layouts using rectangular
duals of planar graphs(l).(2), a simulated annealing
(SA) algorithm(4).(5) for optimizing such a combinator
ial aspect of layouts. and the generalized reduced
gradient (GRG) method(6) which is a nonlinear con

rectangular regions, in which such relationships are

strained optimization algorithm for. dealing with the
conditions related to aforementioned space areas.
2. 2

Simulated annealing

Simulated annealing(4).(S) is an optimization algo
rithm which is analogous to the simulation of the
annealing of solids. It can be used to search for a
quasi -optimal solution in combinatorial and
multipeak optimization problems, which are difficult
using traditional hill-climbing algorithms.
In the
optimization process of the annealing algorithm, first
a solution is assumed, and then another tentative
solution is generated in its neighborhood. If the cost
function is improved with the tentative solution, it is
adopted as a solution. Even if the cost function is not
improved, the tentative solution is also adopted with a
probability. This probabiHty is gradually decreased
JSAlE International Journal

represented with a 4-connected triangulated plane
graph. That is, topological structure of a layout is
represented with such a graph, and the manipulation
of layouts can be done through the manipulation of
graphs, since an actual layout and a corresponding
topological graph can be translated to each other.

Kozminski et a1.(1),(2) sl;t O\ved the characteristics of
such graphs and an algorithm for space partitioning.
Tamiya(3) proposed the transformation meth?d of
such graphs for solving macrocell layout problems
using a simulated annealing algorithm by extending
such dual graphs to directional graphs.
The graph representation method also is consid·
ered to be effective for the space partitioning prob
lems, the properties of \'v'hich were shown in section
2. 1, since the neighboring relationships of a layout can
be immediately transformed through the graph. How
ever. some extensions and modifications are required
before it can be applied to the space partitioning
problem, because in the case of cell layout problems,
the dimensions of respective subregions are strictly
predefined and the fixed neighboring relationships
Serif'S C, Vol. :19, 1\0. 2. 1996
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are not constrained.

In this paper, we extend the

using a simulated annealing algorithm, it is required

representation so as to overcome these differences in

to transform a layout into another one in its neighbors

order to apply it to the space partitioning problem,

3.

1

2 shows

introduced by

Rectangular Duals of Planar Graphs

such

transformation

rules

Tamiya(3), in which neighboring rela

tionships among several subregions are locally chan

and Representation of Layouts

3.

via some rules.
Figure

which will be shown in the follmving sections.

ged. In the figure, transfonnation type 1 transforms a

Layout representation by rectangular duals

horizontal

of planar graphs

subregions into a vertical (horizontal) relationship by

Figure

1 shows how to represent a layout in the

space partitioning problem with rectangular duals of
planar graphs(3). where

( a) shows the graph re

presenting topological structure of a layout, and

( b)

its corresponding actual layout. In ( a ),the numbered

CD. ®. CIDetc., indicate subregions to be located,
@. @. ® and ® correspond to boundaries in the

(vertical) relationship between a pair of

orthogonal1y

rotating

Transformation

the

topological

structure.

type 2 transforms the direction of

T -type neighboring relationships among three sub
regions at their corners.

Transformation

type

:-3

transforms the direction of neighboring relationships

nodes,

among four subregions at their corners. In addition.

and

there are two. eight and four similar sets of rules for

east. west, south and north sides of the whole region.
Neighboring relationships among those nodes are
represented with two kinds of edges among them.
horizontal edge,

'�',

A

means that a pair of sub

regions connected with it are touching each other
from west to east. A vertical edge,

'

--

--�',

means that

a pair of subregions connected w t� h it are touching

the respective types.
In the process of the simulated annealing algo
rithm. neighborhood layout solutions are generated
according to the transformation rules shown in Fig.

shown in the left sides of the figure are first listed, and

each other from south to north.

�

The characteristics of the rectangular duals of
,,�t

planar graphs are summarized as fo11ows(3).
•

•

I

., 1

�
''''
C

There is no intersection among subregions, and

there is no empty space among them.
•

2.

That is. subgraphs matched with preceded patterns

�

b

' ,I

The shape of the whole region is rectangular.

�

,

a

I

/'"
�t\';I

e

\

Apairof nodes connected with an edge in a graph
representation

are

guaranteed

to

touch

each

other.
Because of these characteristics. the layout represen

( a) Transformation

tation method with the rectangular duals of planar
graphs is considered to be very effective for the space

,,,� ' 1;1

partitioning problem based on its characteristics de
scribed in section 2.l.
3. 2

"�I//,

Transformation of topological structure of
layouts

l

3

I

(b) Transformation

4

6

- - - - vertical edge

Fig. 1

Example of rectangular duals of planar graphs

Series C. Vu!. ;{9. No. 2, 1996
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� GliJ GI:l
���

( c) Transformation
Layout

typ<, 2

�c>��cr-/r
�
� @---.0 �
IaGJ
td:J

- horizontal edge

(I»

�

2

5

(a) Graph

c -Q

b

In order to optimize the above graph structure

1

t.ype 1

Fig. 2

Transformations of

typ<, :)

rectangular duals of

planar

graphs

JSM/<; intl'rrwliorUlI journal
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xt =XjlIt - Yj-:2 Lij

then such subparts of a graph are individually trans
formed into the neighboring ·layouts according to the
corresponding transformation rules.

The optimal

neighboring structure among subregions may be deter
mined by means of a simulated annealing algorithm

I

( 1)

yf- y; :2Lij
\Vhere, Lij is the minimum length of the shared edge
between Regioni and Regionj.

with these ·transformations, since it was proved that

If any activity exists between the subregions, Lij

all rectangular duals of planar graphs with a certain

is set to the width of the pathway. Otherwise, LIj

number of nodes may be transformed into each other

is set to O.

by a finite number of transformation operations(3.
)

3. 3

Embodying

layouts

by

the

generalized

reduced gradient method

• In

order to maintain the mlmmum

space area

required for each subregion, for example, the follow

An actual layout, which is represented with posi

ing equations are introduced for Region ...

tions and dimensions of respective subregions, is

(xt - Xz� )(yt - .lj;):2 Si

determined from the topological structure represented

xt -xi :2Li
yi- y; :2Li

using rectangular duals of planar graphs by optimiz

I

(2)

ing a constrained nonlinear minimization probleni

Where, Si is the mmlmum required space area of

with

Regioni, and Li is the minimum length of each edge of

the

generalized

(GRG) (6).

reduced

gradient

method

The formulation of this optimization prob

3. 3. 1

Design variables

four design variables,

As shown in

Fig.

3,

xt, xi, yt and yi are defined for

the position and dimension of each subregion, Region;

(i=l, "', N), under the
3. 3.2 Constraints

orthogonal coordinate system.
The following two types of

The objective func-

tion is defined as follows with the position variables,

X and Y, which are shown in Fig. 3.
(X - Xs)2+( Y - Y,)2 -.. Min.
(3 )
·Where, Xs x Vs, is the dimension of the whole region
where subregions should be arranged. This is given as
one of the layout conditions.

constraints are considered.
•

Regioni.

3. 3. 3 Objective function

lem is shown in the following.

'
The formulation shown here is a constrained

Pairs of neighboring subregions in the rectangular

By solving this

duals of a planar graph should also be neighbored in

nonlinear minimization problem.

an actual layout and the. length of the shared edge

problem

should be more than the assigned length.

method(6),an actual layout,as shown in Fig.

For exam

ple, in the case that Region} is the east-side neighbor
of Region; as shown in Fig. 4, the following equations

Fig.

4.

1 (b), can

Optimal Space Partitioning Method
this

section, we

show

the

validity

and

by using a simulated annealing algorithm based on the

1

I

- . --- -- - --

Yi

representation method with the rectangular duals of
planar graphs and embodiment procedure with the
generalized reduced gradient method.

Regioni

- .----

:

I
I

I---

o

:

4. 1

I
I

x

x

Outline of optimal space partitioning method

The optimal space partitioning method consists
of the following two steps.
( I)

Y

y+
J

o

The simulated annealing algorithm is applied
to such an initial layout so as to search for a
quasi -optimal layout.

-------------- r-----,

Y7
Yj
Yi

A feasible graph which satis fies the neighbor
ing conditions is searched.

Coordinate system and design variables

(I I)

Fig. 4

reduced gradient

effectiveness of the optimal space partitioningmethod

Y

Fig. :1

generalized

l(a).

In

Yi

the

be determined from the topological layout shown in

should be satis fied.

Y

using

The reason that a feasible graph is searched first is as

Region}
L ..

Regioni

follows.

lJ
__ _ _____ _ __ �---_-....J
+

-

Xi Xj

certain pairs of subregions. The constraints and objec
X

Constraint between neighboring pair of subregions

jS1HE IntemationaL journal

In the space partitioning problem, it is

required to satisfy the neighboring conditions among
tive functions mentioned in the previous section make
no sense for a layout which violates such neighboring
conditions.

In order to avoid this situation, the
S�ri�s C. Vnl. 39. No. 2. 1996
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transformations of layouts during the simulated an

among

nealing process should be limited among feasible lay

searched using the simple hill-climbing algorithm.

subregions

within

individual

blocks

are

Therefore, a feasible layout is required as the

When searching, four boundary nodes are assumed,

initial layout for the simulated annealing algorithm.

based on the neighboring relationships with other

outs.

The details of the above two steps are shown in

4. 2

As a result, the generated feasible subgraphs

conditions within blocks and neighboring conditions at

Generation of initial feasible layout

First, an initial feasible graph is searched by a
simple hill-climbing algorithm as follows, where the
number of unsatis fied neighboring conditions is taken

the boundary assigned from neighboring relationships
among blocks.

( 4)

The graph among blocks and the subgraphs

within them are merged into a whole graph.

as the objective function to minimize.
First, an initial graph is randomly generated.
Then, trial graphs are generated by iteratively apply

ing the tran s
formation rules of graphs sho"min Fig.

2.

If the number of unsatis fied neighboring conditions is
reduced by the trial, then it is acceptable as a graph.
Otherwise. it is not.

blocks.

are expected to satisfy both original neighboring

the following subsections.

When the graph which satis fies

If it

satis fies all of the original neighboring conditions, it
can be used as an initial feasible layout of the simulat
ed annealing algo rithm, and the procedure is stopped.
Otherwise, the procedure goes to Step (

5 ).

( 5)

The transformation rules shown in Fig. 2 are
'
randomly applied to the graph among blocks in order

all of the conditions is found during the iterations of

to find another feasible graph.

these operations, a feasible layout is generated.

goes to Step

Then, the procedure

(3 ).

In order to search for a feasible graph with fewer

Among these operations, the operation of Step

trials, the subregions are divided into blocks based on

( 4), which merges subgraphs into a whole graph, is

the neighboring conditions, and the above hill-climb
ing algorithm is hierarchically applied to both blocks

done by iterating the operations, as shown in Fig.
That is, in the case that

Block A and

Block

6.

B are

and graphs of respective sets of subregions within

connected from west to east, as shown in ( a), and the

individual blocks.

subgraphs within

( 1)

The blocks are de fined by recognizing a set of

subregions as a block by merging leaf nodes in a graph

shown in

respective blocks

are

( b), the edges between nodes

Block A and nodes

�and �in

fixed, as

� in

� and

Block B are assumed
( c ).

of neighboring conditions into trunk nodes and by

as their candidates as shown in

unifying trunk nodes which are directly connected in

candidates, those with conflicted pairs of edges are

series into a node.

The graph a
, mong blocks is also

de fined through this procedure.

Figure

5 shows an

Among these

neglected so as to satisfy the planarity of the graph
and the original neighboring conditions.

By means of

example block graph of the application which will be
explained in section

( 2)

5.

\

The neighboring conditions among blocks are

A

I

among subregions. A feasible rectangular dual graph
blocks

which

satisfy

such

conditions

is

\

/

�
\

de fined based on the original neighboring conditions
among

,.

B

\

I

\

(a) Neighboring relationship between blocks A

and

B

searched using the simple hill-climbing algorithm.

(3)

The

respective

rectangular

dual

graphs

(h). Layouts

@

:

Node (Region)

_____

:

Block

F ig. 5

: Neighborhood condition

Example of blocks in layout structure

Series C. Vol. :-J9, No. 2. 1996

(c)

within

respective

blocks A

and

B

Fixing edges connecting between blocks

Fig. 6

!v1erging method of block layouts
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( 3)

these operations, the subgraphs which are generated
by the operations of Steps

( 2 ) and (3) are merged

A primary candidate list of layouts is gener

ated by applying the transformation rules shown in

3. 2, and

into a whole rectangular dual graph among sub

section

regions.

boring conditions are eliminated from the candidate

4. 3

Optimization

of

topological

structure

through a simulated· annealing algorithm
The optimal space partition is searched by the

those which do not satisfy the neigh

A tentative layout is randomly selected from

list.

such candidates, and the actual layout corresponding
to it is fixed by the embodiment procedure sho\vn in

3.3.

,

simulated annealing algorithm(4).{5) from a feasible

section

initial graph generated by the procedures shown in the

calculated with Eq. ( 4 ) and its value is represented

above subsection.

by

This search procedure is shown in

Fig. 7, \vhich is as follows.

( 1 ) One of feasible layouts which satisfy the
required neighboring conditions is generated by the

,

simple hill-climbing algorithm above.

The cost of

such a layout is calculated with Eq. (4) mentioned

C.

later, and its value is represented by

( 2)

The

initial temperature of the simulated

annealing algorithm is set to

T.

C.
4)
(

( 5)

t

Generate an initial feasible layout

•

Set initial temperature: T

j

1
J

(3).
The temperature

T is

decreased bymultiply
a.

If the layout is recognized to have converged,
Otherwise, the

(3) .

annealing operations.

4. 4

Evaluation of space partition

The following

C is

used here as a cost function,

where the method of evaluating a layout with a cost
function is dependent on individual applications.

and select one from them

C=

�

Calculate the cost function
of the new layout and set:

C- C

�NO
<

I

0

-'---'-ye'-"s....,

r--____

Accept the new
layout as the

Embody the
layout with
GRG method

•

the following probability:

exp ( - f:j f /T )

T

�

of topological

simulated annealing algorithm

]Sll.,IE International journal

respectively.

WI

and

U'2

(H"I,

U'2

>0) are the weighting

factors on these terms, respectively.

This objective function is calculated for a subregion,
Region., with the following equation under actual
space area

Si.

SWPhlS;=

{

Si- Si",Si > Si
0
",Si5" Si

(5)

Si is the required minimum space area given

as a specification.

I

The objective function

concerning the aspect

{

Ri (�1), is defined by the following function.
(Ri - Ri)2. " Ri> R;
(6 )
ratwi ...Ri 5" Ri
0

ratio.

.

�--<:::::.- Is the layout converged ? >-

�
�-

concerning surplus area and aspect ration of Region.,

Where,

I
a

I..

Surplus area here means excess space area as

the current layout with

T=

U'I

compared with the required minimum space area.

I

to small:

N

:l: Sll1phlSi + WZ :l: ratio.
(4)
i=1
i=1
'\There, smplus; and ratioi are the objective functions

Accept the new layout as

current layout

Optimization

have

With these operations, a suitable layout is expected to

Generate the neighborhood

Fig. 7

(4)

be generated byiteratively improving layouts through

layouts of the current layout

NO

to

( 6 ). Otherwise, the procedure returns to

goes to Step

then the procedure is terminated.

j

Update T

(3)

After the operations from

procedure returns to Step

a certain number of times

f:jf

( J)

been iterated a certain number of times, the procedure

( 7)

Repeat the following operations

=

If

Cis set to

Llf�O,then it is accepted as the
Ll
.
new layout within the probability p=exp -

( 6)

f:jf

C.

a new value of

ing it by the temperature update factor

start

layout is

LlJ = C - C. if LlJ < O. then the tenta

Under

tive layout is accepted as a new layout,and

Step

(

The cost of such an actual

_

(7)
structure

through

\\There,

Rm1n is the acceptable maximum value of the

aspect ratio of the subregion, the required space area

Sf."ri�s

c:

Vo\. :'l9, !'loo 2, 1996
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of which is minimum. and Smln is the minimum value
of required space areas.

;3 (1 :::;;.B:::;; 00) is a coefficient

used for setting individual acceptable maximum val,

between subregions which correspond to certain activ
ities and the space condition that each subregion has
a certain minimum space area.

ues of the aspect ratio for respective subregions.

;3 is

vVhile the effect of
values of

Si. if p is

Twenty-one subregions to be arranged are listed

practically dependent on the

nearly equal to

1. the equation

in Table

1 with their space area conditions, Si, and
Ri. Figure 5 shows the neigh

aspectratio conditions,

does not yield the aspect ratio itself. and lengths of

boring conditions to be satisfied among such sub

shorter edges of all subregions are made to be greater

regions.

;3=00,all

than a common value. On the other hand, if

Ri are

equal to each other, which means that the

Figure 8 shows a layout result generated by

the proposed method.
satisfy

the

above

This result is ascertained to

neighboring

conditions

and

to

aspect ratio is similarly evaluated among every sub

achieve a good balance concerning the aspect ratio of

region.

Consequently, by taking a suitable value

respective subregions.

between

1 and

gence history of the cost function. e,given by Eq_ ( 4) ,

00,

a layout with a good balance is

expected, \vhere subregions \vith less space area tend
to be -almost square and ones

\\i· th more space area

Figure

9 shows the conver

(a) against the acceptance times of a new layout
(b) against the times of temperature

solution, and

tend to be elongated.

4. 5

Implementation of the space partitioning
method

Table 1

Computer implementation of the space partition
ing method is shO\vn here.

No.

The proposed method is

1

composed of two parts: optimization of topological
structure through simulated annealing operations and
embodiment of actual layouts from such graphs. The
former is characterized by transformation operations
of graphs. for \vhich symbol manipulation functions in
Lisp are suitable.

The latter is characterized by

numerical calculation for optimization; which can be

C programming

efficiently implemented in

language.

The whole method is implemented by communicating
libran,(15J of the UNIX operating system.

The actual

implementation of the method and its execution are
done on a UNIX workstation,the Sun
(SunOS

SPARe

Station,

4.1.1) .

5. Example of Space Partitioning Results

811 bregion

atlb-pre

Si

R,

49.00

2.74
2.56

2

atlb-pro

3

40.00

cont-man

13.00

4

shoes-box

5

65.00

locker-r

6

204.00

lavatory

7

16.00

relax-r

8

36.00

2.48

watchman-r

8.00

1.50
2.90

9

between these two procedures through the socket

Name of

Layout conditions

68.00

watchman-wait-r

1.76
3.02

4.42

1.89
3.06

10

special-wait-r

14.00

11

monitor-pre

12

58.00

monitor-pro

13

58.00

clothing-r

89.00

14

3.35

clothing-store

3.54

15

105.00

hand-washing-r

16

71.00
84.00

3.11

dressing-r
shower-r

37.00

2.50

17

1.81

2.90

3.28

Finally. the space partitioning method is applied

18

yellow-shoes

92.00

to the layout problem of an access control room in a

19

patrol-r

29.00

power plant.

20

2.30

storehouse

15.00

21

1.85

empty-zone

62.00

2.97

D:

Region

required to
storehouse
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